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Quality is not an act, It is a habit
---- Aristotle
If quality is habit then obviously inspection is its cause
---- Prithwiraj

ABSTRACT
This research ventures one of the major concerns in the field of Industrial engineering as well as
Quality management on the inspection environment. Determine the accuracy and defect rate for
present & future inspection respectively in bottom plate thickness evaluation of tank. Analyze the
decision about future inspection 100% or not, on the basis of inspection cost during the examination
and decision making activity. Basically in critical inspection condition, where two or more times of
inspections are needed for minimizing the risk. This project addresses modeling an automated
inspection methodology for bottom plate inspection in storage tank and other critical inspection aspect.
Keywords: Quality control; Non Nondestructive testing; Inspection accuracy; cross check; decision;
defect rate; inspection cost
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1. INTRODUCTION
In industrial storage tank, specifies minimum acceptable thicknesses for the bottom &
annular plate [Figure: 1] by API 653. It indicates that the remaining thicknesses may be
quantified using either probabilistic or deterministic method. The bottom plate thicknesses are
then compared to the required thicknesses to determine their acceptability.
The deterministic method uses more extensive inspection data to quantify the remaining
thickness of the bottom. The required data include the following:


Original plate thickness.



Average and maximum depth of internal and underside pitting.



Maximum internal and underside pitting rates and maximum general corrosion rate.



Average depth of general corrosion.



The time until the next inspection.

But in practical approaches of oil & petrochemical industry, there are various manual
inspection problems occur for the hazardous condition like Tank, Furness, boiler etc.
Often it is observed that the report was not correct. For better decisions, introducing the
inspection accuracy on alternative/cross check policy should be implemented by execution to
analysis the inspection accuracy.
The model uses the fraction defect rate in the inspection batch, the cost of inspection per
item which is inspected, and the cost of damage that one defective plate would cause if it were
not inspected properly. The total cost per plate 100% inspection can be formulated.

Figure: 1
1. 1. Inspection accuracy
Refers to the capability of inspection process to avoid these types of errors; Measures of
inspection accuracy are suggested by DRURY for the case in which parts are classified by an
inspector. Inspected items of good quality are incorrectly classified as not conforming to
accepted specification, and nonconforming items are mistakenly classified as conforming.
These two kinds of errors are called “False alarm” and “Miss” respectively
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Two types of errors in cross check inspection:
Conforming Item

Accepted Item

Nonconforming Item

Right decision

Miss

False alarm

Right decision

Rejected Item

1. 2. Inspection or No inspection
A model for deciding to inspect at a certain point in the production sequence is
proposed in Juran and Gryna. The model uses the fraction defect rate in the inspection batch,
the inspection cost per unit inspected, and the cost of damage that one defective unit would
cause if it were not inspected.

2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
During tank maintenances, the bottom plate metal loss checking is an important part of
tank inspection. Sometimes error occurs in the inspection procedure such as those plates of
good quality are incorrectly classified and vice-versa. In manual inspection, these errors result
from factors such as:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Inherent variations in the inspection procedure
Complexity, hazard and other various difficulty of the inspection task
Inaccuracy in measuring instrument
Mental fatigue etc.

For this irresolute inspection errors, It’s have possible chance to leak [Figure: 02 & 03]
of the tank before the next tank Maintenance & Inspection (M & I), resultsProduction loss
Drain of money
Idle times are increase etc.
On this critical inspection cases the inspection accuracy is very important. But these
types of situation the exact accuracy as well as defect rate remain undetermined. Whenever,
the leak is found for failure of inspection then it is impossible to assess the past inspection
accuracy on the basis of inspected data.Modeling a system to make automated inspection
accuracy for minimizing the decision criticality. For minimizing this type of errors,
implemented the alternative/cross check inspection are frequently used [Figure: 4].
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Figure 2. Failure sample bottom plate.

Figure 3. Failure sample annular plate.
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1st Inspection

2

nd

Inspection

Final Inspection

Low Frequency
Electromagnetic Test

Ultrasonic thickness
test (randomly) on
bottom plate

Coupon plate cutting
for final assessment

Final decision

Figure: 04
3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
In practical approaches, during LFET on bottom floor of a tank inspection, frequently
errors are come out for hazarded condition. To avoid this kind of situation a different
approach has been implemented i.e. coupon plate cutting for sample inspection, Thickness
checking on spot sampling etc. As a result, processing time of inspection is maximized, risk
factor is unpredictable, No future inspection can be done because of increasing the inspection
cost etc.
In this research, addresses to analysis the inspection accuracy by”
I.
II.
III.

Automated computational methodology to determine the accuracy in cross check
approaches.
Finding the errors for future inspection
Simplifying the decision about the plates will be replaced or not.
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4. MODELING INSPECTION SYSTEM FLOW DIAGRAM

By AUTOCAD, Uniquely identified
each inspected item on proper
drawing.

PRESENTATION

Determine the conforming & non
conforming items on the basis of total
number of inspected items by two times of
examination.

EXAMINATION

DECISION

Analysis the inspection accuracy & cost and
determine the defect rate for present & future
inspection respectively by automated checklist.

Assessment about the future inspection
implemented 100% or not on the basis of
inspection cost.
Implemented the risk based better inspection
accuracy.


ACTION


5. EXPERIMENT
Basically in oil & petrochemical industry looking over an inspection problem in
hazarded area like Tank, Furnace, boiler etc. During manual inspection, various types of
errors are occurring in inspection time and the inspection report become incorrect by human
error. To make the inspection accurate the cross check policy should be implemented by
execution. During storage tank maintenance, the bottom plate thickness test is a part of critical
inspection, because various types of hazard are occurred that time. Analysis of the inspection
accuracy on bottom plate [Figure: 05] thickness during tank M&I under cross check
methodology:
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5. 1. Design & Identify the each inspected plates by numbering through the CAD on
complete bottom area.

Figure: 05

Using the following drawing:



Total bottom plates of tank = 287
Total annular plates of tank = 32

So, Total number of inspected plates of tank = 319
 Each plate inspection cost (CS ) = INR 950 [approx]
 Each plate damage cost (Cd ) = INR 38,000 [approx]
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5. 2. Inspection and Data Analysis
From inspection data evaluation standpoint, it would be ideal to have a complete
thickness map of the bottom. However, it would be expensive to perform the ultrasonic and
LFET inspections that are necessary to do that, and for such an extensive survey of “MANMACHINE” error for analysis the inspection accuracy is necessary.
5. 2. 1. LFET testing is useful and the most reliable technique on rough surfaces or surfaces
with wet films where the plates or the pipelines coated. It is used to detect material loss,
which caused by corrosion or other deterioration process. The LFET operated scanner moves
over the entire surface of the tank, while generating an electromagnetic field into the steel
plate. The electromagnetic field generates eddy current in the conductive material. The system
measures the changes in the electromagnetic field caused by the generated eddy current. The
defects and the corrosion maps are calculated from these collected values. Since the scanner
head does not have
 In First Inspection (Low Frequency Electromagnetic Test) Report,
The number of defective plates are detected = 56
The percentages of good or defective items are shown in following chart [Figure: 06]

1st: LEFT Inspection
Defective Item

Good Item

18%

82%

Figure: 06

In hazarded or critical based inspection condition, the second inspection is implemented
to minimize the risk.
5. 2. 2. Ultrasonic nondestructive testing (NDT) – a method of characterizing material
thickness, integrity, or other physical properties by means of high frequency sound waves is a
widely used technique for product testing [Figure: 8] and quality control. In thickness gauging
applications, ultrasonic techniques permit quick and reliable measurement of thickness
without requiring access to both sides of a part. Calibrated accuracies as high as ±2
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micrometers or ±0.0001 inch are achievable in some applications. Most engineering materials
can be measured ultrasonically under proper maps to evaluate the thickness data [Figure: 7]

Figure: 7

Figure: 8

 In second Inspection Report, it was found that 16 of these reported defects were in
facts good pieces. Whereas a total of 21 defective plates in a tank were undetected
through the inspection [Figure: 9]

2nd: UT Inspection
DEFECTIVE

GOOD
19%

81%

Figure: 9
 Comparative analysis of inspection data in two times different inspection procedure
[Figure: 10]
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Figure: 10
So, the total “FALSE ALARME” = 16
The total “MISSES” = 21

5. 3. Constructing computing logic on the inspection data by Microsoft Excel as
following
Microsoft Excel has the basic features of all spreadsheets, using a grid of cells arranged
in numbered rows and letter-named columns to organize data manipulations like arithmetic
operations. It has a battery of supply functions to answer statistical, engineering and financial
needs.
Developed a check sheet by Microsoft Excel [Figure: 11]:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Actual Acceptance (A) = Good (G) in the 1st inspection + False Alarm (F) during
cross check – Miss (M) during cross check.
Actual Reject (R) = Bad (B) in the 1st inspection + Miss (M) during cross check –
False Alarm (F) during cross check
Probability of conforming item (P1) = [Total Item (Q) in batch – {Bad (B) in the 1st
inspection + Miss (M) during cross check}] / Actual Acceptance (A)
Probability of Non-conforming item (P2) = [Total Item (Q) in batch – {Good (G) in
the 1st inspection + False Alarm (F) during cross check}] / Actual Reject (R)
Accuracy = {Probability of conforming item (P1) + Probability of Non-conforming
item (P2)} / 2
Defect Rate (q) = (1 - over all inspection accuracy)
Batch cost for 100% inspection(Cb) = Q.CS (Q = total parts in a batch) &
Cs = inspection cost
Batch cost for NO inspection (Cn) = Q.q. Cd (Cd = inspection damage cost)
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•

The critical defect value (QC) = CS / Cd [critical value represents the breakeven point
between inspection or no inspection]

Figure: 11

6. RESULT





The proportion of good parts reported as conforming is (P1) = 0.938
The proportion of defective parts reported as nonconforming is (P2) = 0.656
The overall inspection accuracy (A) = 0.797 [Figure: 12]
Defect Rate (q) = 0.203

Status of Experiment
overall inspection accuracy

Defect Rate

20%

80%

Figure: 12
 In quality assurance approaches, if we consider the overall inspection accuracy is an
average accuracy then it show the inspection status as a graph [Figure: 03] in Poisson
distribution by MATLAB software as following:
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Distribution Plot
Poisson, Mean=0.797
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Figure: 03

I.
II.
III.

Batch cost for 100% inspection (Cb) = INR 3,03,050
Batch cost for NO inspection (Cn) = INR 24,60,766
The critical defect value (QC) = 0.025

Figure: 04. Break even Analysis
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Since the anticipated defect rate in the inspected batch is = 0.203, the decision should be
inspect. Observed that this decision is consistent with the two batch costs calculated for no
inspection and 100% inspection. The lowest cost is attained when 100% inspection is used.

7. DECISION
Based on past history with the inspected items, the batch fraction defect rate q is less
than this critical level then no inspection is indicated. On the other hand, if it is expected that
the fraction defect rate will be greater than QC, then further inspection is necessary.
If, QC < q

Inspection is
indicated

If, QC > q

NO inspection is
indicated

In this experiment
The critical defect value (QC) = 0.025 is less than the Defect Rate (q) = 0.203
QC < q
 Future or further inspection is indicated

8. ADVANTAGES OF THIS METHODOLOGY







Determine the inspection accuracy easily in excel sheet.
Assessment of the inspector’s responsibility on the particular job
Analysis the risk based inspection report
Inspections are less time consuming
Determine the decision about future inspection under cost based inspection.
Minimize the human error

9. CONCLUSION
The inspection methodology is used to determine the error rate for quality control
during critical inspection environment. It also helps to evaluate the risk for future inspection
by automated data record. The risk based inspection policy is merged on cost based inspection
methodology to analysis the next inspection criticality. The complete execution process is
made on computationally as well as less time consuming. This model useful for various
inspection procedures as well as prediction of human error.
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